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Title word cross-reference

3 [HJ11, TSSL15].

Abilities [SCC14]. Abstract [SYS+15].
Academic [DMGG13]. Access [CSM+12].
Accuracy [KB17]. Accurate [PCNB17].
Acquisition [FBS13]. Activation [SVK16].
Active [HJ11, KPSK17]. Activity [BBT+15, YSD15, YK16].
Adapting [SVK16]. Adaptive [CMTB15, GSC+17, KDMA12, PSOC16, WZB+16, WES16, YDL+17, HBP+12].
Added [RAMZ+17]. Advice [SHY16, TOF16]. Advising [DMGG13].
Advisor [SHY16]. Aerial [DM17]. Affect [BDO+16, CLP+14, YLVE12, EWS12].
Affectionate [CNI15]. Affective [NCWC17, SYS+15, CRP+12, ONTHS11, DG12]. Agent [BMD+15, COAR16, DHS+17, TSN+16].
Applications [KTD17, PCNB17, ZBGD14]. Approach [COAR16, DSV17, OPM17, EWS12, ONTHS11]. approaches [SGS+12].
[DJH+12]. Cyclicity [DM17].

D [HJ11, TSSL15]. Daily [DFR15]. Dance [ABJ15]. Data [CMPS17, CGHS17, KTD17, SKKM15, SCC14, GCDN11, SGS*12].
data-driven [GCDN11]. Datasets [HK16].

dependence [KSW+11].

detecting [KSW+11]. decade [JR12].

Decision [CdGF*13, DMGG13]. Decisions

[KK13, HBP+12].

Design

[AUMT16, HC16, JJJL16, YIS+14, ONTHS11, TDBL13, ZBGD14]. Detect

[BDO*16]. Detecting [NCWC17].

Detection

[DK15, DJH+12, Riv14].

detectives [PCK+13]. Development

[YY16]. Dialog [ZF17]. Dialogue [And12].

Digital [GRNW15, YDL+17]. Dimension

[VPB16]. Dimensional [GSC+17, EWS12].

Dimensionality [DM17]. Direction

[MKS+17]. Directions [JJ17, NBHJ16].

Disclosure [KK13]. Discovering

[CMP17, ZF17]. Discovery [KB16].

Discussions [RK16]. Disease [MBD+15].

Disorders [WZB*16]. displayed [BSBC12].

displays [MGF13]. Distancing [DM17].

Diverse [PCNB17]. Diversity [KB17].

Do [GRC*12]. Domain [DMGG13, SG12].

Dominance [NYYT16]. Drama [CSD14].

Drawing [DHS+17]. Drift [MK8*17].

Driven

[DSV17, GCDN11, KPP14, SFTI+13].

Drivers [KK12]. Driving [WZB+16].

during [GSC+17, YLVE12]. dyadic

[HCDRB12]. Dynamic [TVCL16].

Editing [TVCL16]. Educational

[WBL+13]. Effect [ZLW17]. effective

[KR14]. Effects [CRO+16, DM17, SHY16].

Efficient [NLN*14]. Eliciting [HCDRB12].

Embodied [OPM17, PAGM15, ZLW17].

Embodiment

[TVCL16]. Emotion

[PSOC16, WES16]. Emotional

[BSBC12, DLMC15]. emotionally [DG12].

Empathy [PLBW17]. Empirical

[CGT12, KB17]. Employing [CQW+14].

Enable [SG12]. Enabled [BDQ*16].

Encoding [VSR12]. end [KSW+11].

end-user [KSW+11]. engagement [INN13].

English [DMGG13]. English-Language

[DMGG13]. Enhance [CMPS17].

Entertainment [SHA*15, SHA*15].

Environment [DFR15, SHY16, VLP+15, WZB+16, TDBL13].

Environments

[AG13, MBD*15, TSSL15, CRP+12].

Estimating [INN13]. Estimation

[CMTB15, NYYT16]. Evaluation

[GCDN11, HC16, MKS*17, Riv14, YIS+14].

Event [MSD+16], experience [KK12].

Experiences [COAR16]. Experiments

[CSD14]. Explanation [DMGG13].

Explicit [JWK14]. Exploiting [RAMZ+17].

Exploration

[AUMT16, CCI+14, MBD*16, ZGZ*16].

Exploratory [AG13, DSV17, SKKM15].

Exploring [HC16, TSSL15, YDL*17].

Expression [MK8*17]. Expressions

[TVCL16]. Extending [ZGZ*16]. External

[KW16]. Extraction [SKKM15]. Eye

[NBHJ16, SCC14, XZY16, AC13, INN13].

Eyewear [MK8*17].

Face [MBR16]. Facial [MK8*17].

factorization [RAE*14]. Features

[CMPS17]. Feedback [JWK14, NLN+14].

Finding [CC14], five [EWS12].

five-dimensional [EWS12]. Floor

[VLP+15]. Fluid [ZBGD14]. Framework

[GKP15, JWK14, PKCS12]. Freezing

[MBD*15]. functionality [KPP14]. Fusing

[BFOK12].

Gait [MBD*15]. Galvanic [NCWC17].

Game [CLP+14, TSSL15]. Game-Based

[TSSL15]. gastronomy [CAB*13]. Gaze

[INN13, IOKY16a, JFNY13, NYYT16, NBHJ16, PAGM15, RAMZ*17, SCC14, WZB*16, YLY+16, AC13].

Gaze-Contingent [WZB*16].

Gaze-Exploiting [RAMZ+17]. General


Interactions [BMD+15, DGG16, DM17, ZGZ+16, HCDRB12, JFNY13]. Interactive [ABJ15, CMTB15, CGHS17, CCM14, CFD+14, CKKD14, GRNW15, HC16, JR11, KTD17, LH12, Mar14, MKF+15, NBHJ16, NLM+14, PCNB17, SVK16, SSKM15, SG12, GCDN11, HJ11, JR12, KPP14, YIS+14].


Intervention [WZB+16]. Introduction [AC13, BBT+15, CRP+12, CGHS17, CFD+14, GR13, JR11, JR12, LH12, NBHJ16, SHA+15b, SLM+13, TOF16].

Investigating [CGT12]. Issue [BBT+15, CGHS17, CFD+14, LH12, NBHJ16, SHA+15b, TOF16, CRP+12, JR12, SLM+13]. item [RAE+14].

John [Jam13].

ekernal [HJ11]. Knowledge [GRC+12, KH12, VSR12].

Lab [MBD+15]. Language [BLV14, DMGG13, FBC14, BSBC12, PCK+13].


Localized [FBC14]. Lost [ZF17].

Machine
[CFD+14, JLL16, KFWL14, KTD17].

Machine-Learning [KTD17]. Making
[CDGF+13, KTD17, KK13]. Management
[FFMG15]. Maritime [Riv14]. Markov
[DMGG13]. Math [TVCL16].

Mathematical [TVCL16]. Me [XZY16].

Multifaceted [WBL+13]. Multimedia
[CMG14, TDBL13]. Modalities
[CFD+14]. Model
[AMN+13, CQW+14, Riv14, SVK16, KPP14].

model-driven [KPP14]. Modeling
[HC16, JW14]. Models
[FBC14, YPL+16, YK16]. modern
[ZBGD14]. Mood [SCKOG15].

Mid-Air [AUMT16]. Minimal [KB16].

Mining [YSD15]. Mitigation
[DJH+12, PKCS12]. Mobile
[CS14, MG13, TDBL13]. Modalities
[CFD+14]. Model
[AMN+13, CQW+14, Riv14, SVK16, KPP14].

Modeling [HC16, JW14]. Models
[FBC14, YPL+16, YK16]. modern
[ZBGD14]. Mood [SCKOG15]. Movement
[ABJ15]. Movements [WES16].

MovieLens [HK16]. Multiclass [NLN+14].
Multidimensional [CCM14].

Multifaceted [WBL+13]. Multimedia
[PS+16]. Multimodal
[CR+12, COAR16, SFT11, PS+16, SCKOG15, XZY16, CSM+12]. Multitask
[IOKY16a, IOKY16b, KFWL14, NYYT16, SGS+12]. Multiple
[CFD+14, KH12, VPB16, JJ11]. Multiplex
[YY+16]. Multistroke [HP11]. multitask
[EWS12]. Museum [CS14, DK15]. Music
[DLC15, YT15, YLVE12].

naive [KSW+11]. Natural
[BLV14, CRP+12, EWS12, SGS+12, SDD12].
Naturalistic [MR16]. Nature [WBL+13].
Navigation [ZLW17, AFFB14]. networks
[CAB+13]. Next
[IOKY16a, IOKY16b, YYI+16]. Non

[EGQ16]. Non-Visual [EGQ16]. Nonstrict
[CKKD14]. Normal [Riv14]. Novel
[VR12]. Novelty [KB17].

object [HJ11]. Objectives [KB17]. objects
[MG13, SLM+13, vdGPOvB+13]. offline
[SG+12]. Ongoing [ZF17]. Online
[HC16, PS+16, AFFB14, KR14, SGS+12].

Open [SG12]. Open-Domain [SG12].
Operations [MKF+15]. Optimization
[MKF+15]. Order [YYI+16]. oriented
[KSW+11]. Out-of-the-Lab [MKF+15].
output [vdGPOvB+13]. Overview [JJ17].

Oz [BL15]. Paintings [S15]. Pairs [DK15].
Parametric [CQW+14]. Parkinson
[MBD+15]. Participation [YYI+16].
Pattern [CM14, SKM15]. Pen
[TVCL16]. Pen-Based [TVCL16]. People
[HBP+12, AFFB14, CAB+13, KK12].

Perception [OP17]. Performance
[SC14, YDL+17]. Performing [YDL+17].

Personal [CGHS17]. Personality [And12].
Personalization [BF12]. Personalized
[MP16, KK12, RAE+14]. Perspective
[CGT12]. Persuasion
[And12, BF12, CT12]. Persuasive
[CM14]. Persuasiveness [PS+16].
phones [AFFB14]. Phrase [PK13].
physical [TDBL13]. physiological
[Y12]. picoTrans [SFT13]. places

Positional [MS+17]. Potential [CGT12].
Predict [IOKY16b]. Predicting [WBL+13].
Prediction [DLM15, FBC14, IOKY16a, PS+16, RK16]. Preference
[DM17, FBS13]. Preferences [JWK14].

Presence [CRO+16]. Prevention
[DJ1+12]. primitives [HP11]. principles
[KK12]. Privacy [KK13]. problem [GR13].
Process [YK16]. Processes [DMGG13].
Professional [S15]. projected
[MG13]. propagation [RAE+14].
Properties [SCC14]. Provenance
[CCW++14]. Providing [RK16]. Proxemics
[CRO++16]. Purpose [VLP++15].

Qualities [ABJ15]. Quality
[CGT12, WBL++13]. Quantifying [DHS++17].
Quantitative [YT15]. Quartet [DGG16].
Query [FBC14].

Rating [FBS13]. Raw [Gil15]. Read
[EGQ16]. Real [PASR++16, WES16].
Real-Time [PASR++16, WES16]. Reality
[WZB++16]. realization [KPP14].
Reasoning [DJH++12, KH12, SG12].
Recognition [AG13, BL15, BBT++15,
CMTB15, CLP++14, MKS++17, PSOC16,
PAR++16, SVK16, TSSL15, WES16, YSD15,
YK16, SDD12, YLVE12, ZBG14].
Recognizer [BL15]. Recognizing
[CNI15, HP11]. Recommendation
[DLMC15, JLL16, PDM16, VPB16,
RAE++14]. Recommendations [PCNB17].
Recommender [CGF++13, CT12,
JWK14, KB17, K13, KB16].
Recommenders [JJ17].
Recommenders-Overview [JJ17].
Recommending [MVT16]. Reduce
[KDMA12]. Regression [CCM14].
Reinforcement [CKKD14]. relations
[vdGPOvB++13]. Relevance [VPB16].
Repeatability [MKS++17]. Representation
[PSOC16, RAMZ++17]. Requesting
[SHY16]. Research
[JHJ11]. Review [MKF++15]. Riedl [Jam13].
Robot [CNI15, GKP15, KFWL14, NYYT16,
XZY16, YYY16, HCDRB12, ONTH11].
Robotic [CLP++14]. Robots
[CFD++14, CKKD14, PLBW17, RAMZ++17].
Role [XZY16]. Roles [NYYT16]. Routines
[DFR15].

Say [SG12]. Scalable [PCNB17]. scale
[GR13, PCK++13, YN13]. Scattered [ZF17].
scrutinize [KK12]. Search
[CMP17, DSV17]. section [AC13, GR13].
See [XZY16]. Selection [GSC++17].
Semantic [RAMZ++17, YSD15]. Semi
[SKKM15]. Semi-Structured [SKKM15].
Semisupervised [PYDM16]. Sense
[DJH++12, KH12, LH12]. Sensing
[VLP++15, EWS12]. Sensitive [CLP++14].
Sensor [KTD17]. sensors [HB++12].
Sequence [MSD++16]. Serendipity [KB17].
Series [KTD17]. Service [YYT++16].
services [KPP14, TDBL13]. sight
[CSM++12]. SignCom [GCDN11]. signers
[GCDN11]. Sketch [BL15]. sketched
[HP11]. Skills [TSN++16]. Skin [NCWC17].
Small [CSD14, CN15]. Smart
[MKS++17, AFFB14, MGF13, SLM++13,
vGPOvB++13, DFR15]. Smartphone
[YT15]. Smartphones [ZGZ++16]. Smiling
[OPM17]. Snacking [KDMA12]. Social
[BM17, CN15, DK15, KFWL14,
PSC++16, SCKOGP15, TSN++16, CAB++13,
KR14, RAEEE++14]. solving [GR13]. Spatial
[ZLW17]. Speak [IKY16b]. Speaker
[IOKY16a]. Special [BBT++15, CFD++14,
NBH16, SHA++15b, TOF16, AC13, CRP++12,
GR13, JR12, SLM++13, CGHS17, LH12].
Spectrum [WZB++16]. speech [EWS12].
Speed [DM17]. Spotting [SGS++12].
Stability [YLP++16]. Stance [KPSK17].
States [DLMC15]. Statistical
[SYS++15, YLP++16]. Statistics [Mar14].
Stimulus [GKP15]. Stimulus-Response
[GKP15]. Storytelling [SG12]. Strangers
[GRN15]. String [DGG16]. Structured
[SKKM15]. Study
[CCT12, KDM12, YT15]. stylistic
[YIS++14]. Support [VS12, KR14].
Supporting [DSV17, JLL16]. Survey
[KB17, PLBW17]. Symbolic [YK16].
System [And12, BL15, EDO16, JLL16,
YYT++16, YLYL++17, GDZ11, YN13].
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